READ THROUGH INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE BEGINNING. DO NOT FULLY TIGHTEN BOLTS UNTIL INSTRUCTED.

**STEP 1: Prepare Car for Installation**

Remove the following:
- top
- rear struts
- bench back cushion
- bag rack assembly
- rear bumper

**STEP 2: Attach Cargo Bed Upright Supports**

1) Attach the cargo bed upright supports to the outside holes of the Bumper Channel. Make sure the curved part of the supports face away from the Bumper Channel. Hand-tighten hardware only.

**STEP 3: Mount Bumper Channel**

1) Mount Bumper Channel over bumper. Align Bumper Channel tabs with original holes in the car bag well and install.

NOTE: The cargo bed upright supports from step 2 should rotate around and hang down towards the ground.

FULLY TIGHTEN BOLTS IN BAG WELL ONLY

**STEP 4: Mount Seat Back/Base Support**

1) Mount Seat Back/Base Support in original holes where bag rack was removed.

NOTE: Each support should be mounted with the flat edge facing out.

DO NOT FULLY TIGHTEN
READ THROUGH INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE BEGINNING. DO NOT FULLY TIGHTEN BOLTS UNTIL INSTRUCTED.

STEP 5: Install Seat Back Cushion

1) Install the factory seat back cushion. Once the seat back is installed, fully tighten seat back bolts only.

FULLY TIGHTEN SEAT BACK BOLTS ONLY

STEP 6: Mount Cargo Bed Base

1) Connect the cargo bed upright supports to the seat back/base supports. The upright supports should be on the outside of the base support. NOTE: when tightening bolt, lift upward on the base support to make it flush with the top of the upright support.

FULLY TIGHTEN ALL LOOSE BOLTS (INCLUDING ALL PREVIOUS STEPS, ESPECIALLY STEPS 2 & 4)

STEP 7: Reinstall Factory Top

IF YOU ARE NOT REINSTALLING THE FACTORY TOP, SKIP TO STEP 8.

1) Mount rear strut kit to seat back/base supports. NOTE: Rear strut kit is NOT included with the cargo bed and must be purchased separately.

TXT (1994 & UP):
8102 SK PC

HAND TIGHTEN ONLY:
1/4" x 2-1/2" HEX Bolt
1/4" Flat Washer (front)
1/4" Flat Washer (back)
1/4" Nyloc Nut
(Both Sides)

(Hardware provided with strut kit)

DO NOT FULLY TIGHTEN REAR STRUT BOLTS UNTIL TOP IS INSTALLED

FULLY TIGHTEN ALL LOOSE BOLTS

STEP 8: Mount Cargo Bed

1) Align the four holes in cargo bed with the four holes in the H-frame. Mount cargo bed using stainless steel hardware.

FULLY TIGHTEN BOLTS